2. Eviction impact assessment

Description

An eviction impact assessment is a quantitative, human rights-based tool. It was developed by Habitat International Coalition (HIC)'s housing and land rights network, and is used to quantify the “losses, costs and damages incurred by those affected by violations of forced eviction, dispossession, destruction and privatization of habitat resources.” It also helps as an advocacy tool to convert human rights violations into quantifiable economic language. Data alone cannot express the emotional toll of forced displacement nor the physical impoverishment it often causes, but it improves a community's bargaining position with state and private entities involved in responding to its needs.

The tool has been used mainly to quantify the impact of displacement caused by development projects, but given that many urban IDPs displaced by conflict or disasters also face the risk of forced eviction it can be applied to such cases too. Those who squat public or private land or live in informal settlements or areas prone to hazards are particularly at risk and exposed to the prospect of renewed displacement.

Eviction impact assessments can help to bolster housing rights and the achievement of durable solutions by preventing forced evictions and other displacement from taking place in the first place and facilitating compensation when they do. They can be used to persuade courts to put evictions on hold, and to inform those intent on carrying them out about the compensation they will have to pay and the issues to be addressed in minimising the social and economic cost of relocation. Communities and courts can also use the assessments to estimate and demand compensation after the event, as was the case in Kandhamal in India.

Displaced communities, grassroots organisations, local researchers and advocates for housing and land rights advocates have used eviction impact assessments successfully in a number of countries as part of their broader efforts to support IDPs in their pursuit of durable housing solutions. They can also be used by IDPs themselves in public interest litigation and judicial activism more generally.

Methodology

The methodology for eviction impact assessments is based on the UN basic principles and guidelines on development-induced displacement, International Criminal Court standards of evidence and the UN reparations framework. They constitute a comprehensive tool that tries to capture both material and non-material losses and costs during all phases of displacement. They are not prescriptive, however, in that they can be adapted to specific contexts.

The matrix for eviction impact assessments contains the following components:

1. Baseline study of pre-eviction assets and expenditure

   The baseline study is a key component, because the costs and losses IDPs incur as a result of their displacement are compared and calculated against it.

   a. Economic assets (household level): qualitative and quantitative assessments of personal belongings, investments, inheritance prospects, livestock, dwellings, trees and crops, livelihoods, wells and water sources

   b. Expenditure (household level): qualitative and quantitative assessments of monthly outgoings on food, education, health care, mortgages and other debt payments, rent, utilities, transport and bureaucratic, legal and advocacy costs

   c. Social assets (household level): qualitative and quantitative assessments of the value of shared community spaces, community membership and investments, creches, cultural heritage sites, family, health and psychological wellbeing, identity and social and institutional capital

   d. Civic assets (non-material): qualitative and quantitative assessments of crime patterns, political legitimacy and participation, social cohesion and integration and public health

   e. Public/state expenditure: bureaucracy, administration, equipment, services, security and policing costs

2. Assessment of losses as a result of eviction notice

   a. Economic costs/losses (household level)

   b. Regular expenditure/costs/losses (household level)

   c. Social assets/costs/losses (household level)

   d. Civic assets/costs/losses (non-material)

   e. Public/state costs

3. Assessment of losses at time of and during eviction

   a. Economic costs/losses (household level)

   b. Regular expenditure/costs/losses (household level)
The estate is a prime location in Nairobi’s central business district but, given the changes in its ownership and management, residency was no longer linked to employment. Average rent is 2,500 shillings ($27) a month, with the revenue helping to pay the money due around 9,000 KRC pensioners. To administer the management, KRC transferred management of the estate to the Kenya Railways Staff Retirement Benefits Scheme (KRSRBS), but doing so positioned residents’ interests against those of the KRC pensioners. After the evictions, the plan was for the estate to be sold and developed with shopping malls, petrol stations, luxury apartments and office buildings.

Petitioning the High Court

The demolition of homes and public toilets began within two weeks of the eviction notice, and the water supply and street lighting were disconnected. Some residents left, but others remained and protested. The standoff continued and escalated over several months, leading to large-scale demolitions using bulldozers in October 2010. In an effort to stop the evictions, ten residents worked with the constitutional scholar Yosh Ghar and the executive director of the legal advice centre Kituo Che Sheria, Priscilla Phelps, to file a petition with the High Court. Kituo Che Sheria was founded in 1970s. It uses Che Shen’s expertise to work with communities on outside experience. For the Muthurwa estate case, it brought in one of Kenya’s leading lawyers Pheroxie Nowejo Kefa as counsel. The overall aim was to build jurisprudence around the Kenyan bill of rights by working on number of court cases concerning evictions. To prepare the petition, Kituo Che Sheria also did an extensive work in the community through training, mobilising, designing a legal strategy and selecting ten residents to be the main petitioners. A community such as that living on the Muthurwa estate is a heterogeneous group made up of residents with often competing interests. Some, for example, are also pensioners who left the estate and blame other residents who have stayed for holding up their retirement benefits. The case represented a unique opportunity, to draw a connection between anti-eviction movements and larger debates on public land and public policy. KRSRBS claimed that the estate should be considered private land because the state railway corporation had placed it in a private trust, but the petitioners argued successfully that it is public land. The definitions are, however, still fluid and being continuously revised, requiring constant vigilance and monitoring by civil society groups. The 2010 petition invoked article 45 of the 2010 Kenyan constitution, which guarantees the right to adequate housing and reasonable standards of sanitation to get a stay on eviction. The petition also invoked a series of international human rights instruments, such as the right to adequate housing contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights’ general comments four and seven, which expand on the definitions of adequate housing, tenure security and forced eviction. The court granted a temporary injunction on the evictions and an order to reconnect water and sewage services upon payment of rent in February 2012.

Using the eviction impact assessment tool

Kituo Che Sheria and the Mazingira Institute conducted an EvIA6 on the estate in February 2012. They selected 177 households as a representative sample to survey, and enumerators from both organisations carried out the assessment based on an adapted version of the EvIA matrix7. The Mazingira Institute trained the enumerators to use a short questionnaire similar to the one used for the national census to collect baseline demographic data. The enumerators were all graduates, though secondary education was sufficient for the purpose of the survey. Based on the data collected – only 100 households provided complete information - they analysed demographic trends, such as household composition, age distribution, marital status, length of residence, education level and employment. They also analysed the general housing conditions and amenities, including the type of cooking fuel and energy source for lighting used. In accordance with EvIA guidelines, they also assessed the value of household assets and found them to be an average working at 11,325 shillings or ($139) per household member.8 The enumerators invited 40 heads of households to the Mazingira institute for a day-long session to gather the information, during which they worked one-on-one to collect in-depth economic data. Given that the respondents were at the institute, the team was able to input the data directly into its software, reducing the amount of time usually required for fieldwork, transcription and input. The next stage was to assess each household’s one-off relocation costs, based on three assumptions: that average rent would continue to be 2,500 shillings a month and that residents would not change their employment or the course of their education. Respondents said, however, that they would have to move to neighbourhoods as far as 20 kilometres away to find homes of equal quality and cost. To do so, the average time required to move would be 1.5 hours, which would result in a loss of income. The average one-off relocation cost was also exceptionally high, working out at 11,325 shillings or ($139) per household. At one point, KRSRBS offered some Muthurwa residents the option of relocating to another estate it owned in Makongeni, around seven kilometres to the east, on the basis that they could keep their corrugated iron sheets, timber and other building materials. A few whose homes were bulldozed took up the option. The offer, however, was never presented in a systematic way through consultation with the community. Rather, coercive methods and the threat of forced eviction caused increased resistance and resentment among residents who may initially have been open to considering a relocation package. It is unclear why KRSRBS did not make a proper proposal for relocation to Makongeni, but in retrospect it seems like a tremendous missed opportunity.

To do so, the average time required to move would be 1.5 hours, which would result in a loss of income. The average one-off relocation cost was also exceptionally high, working out at 11,325 shillings or ($139) per household. At one point, KRSRBS offered some Muthurwa residents the option of relocating to another estate it owned in Makongeni, around seven kilometres to the east, on the basis that they could keep their corrugated iron sheets, timber and other building materials. A few whose homes were bulldozed took up the option. The offer, however, was never presented in a systematic way through consultation with the community. Rather, coercive methods and the threat of forced eviction caused increased resistance and resentment among residents who may initially have been open to considering a relocation package. It is unclear why KRSRBS did not make a proper proposal for relocation to Makongeni, but in retrospect it seems like a tremendous missed opportunity.

The next stage of the EvIA evaluated the anticipated increase in overall household expenditure as a result of relocation, based on a survey of 40 households. They estimated that transport costs per household would increase by 1972 shillings ($21) a month.9 If households were to change their employment or education arrangements, their additional monthly costs would be 12,66 shillings ($139).

Using the household data, the Mazingira Institute was able to quantify the potential impoverishment that would result in the event of forced eviction. Considering Muthurwa residents’ vulnerable economic status, relocation would be extremely expensive and mean that “households will be driven to places with worse housing conditions and amenities that those of Muthurwa Estate, which will worsen their well-being,” which would “aggravate the urban poverty situation” in Nairobi.10 The information was then added to the petition presented to the High Court.

The objective of the EvIA was not merely to present empirical data. Rather it painted a picture of how the violation of housing rights affect households’ lives in economic terms. It strengthened the Muthurwa residents’ bargaining position and helped win the High Court’s ruling in their favour in August 2013.
The court was forced to abide by the fact that the constitutional right to adequate housing was “aspirational and merely speculative,” but rather had to be realised through actions protecting against forced evictions on the ground. The judge, Isaac Lenaola, directed his judgment not only to KRSSRBs but also the Kenyan parliament, urging it to develop “an appropriate legal framework for eviction based on internationally acceptable guidelines”. Despite Lenaola’s ordering a more humane framework for the Muthurwa evictions, which he determined must also be guaranteed by the Kenyan government and Nairobi county and security officials, the fate of the estate’s residents remains uncertain.

The attorney general’s office has not yet provided a status update on the ratification of the 2012 evictions and resettlements bill, though there is hope this will take place in the next year. In the meantime, KRSSRBs has neither continued evictions nor made proposals that would compensate Muthurwa residents for their relocation costs and losses. The company still contends that because the residents are tenants, it is under no obligation either to renew their leases or to pay any compensation for their relocation. Its stance overlooks the question of whether the Muthurwa estate, as property of a public corporation, constitutes public or private land. It also fails to address the fact that many residents are second or third-generation and have deep-rooted ties in the community.

The Muthurwa residents are currently protected by the staying order on demolitions and evictions as long as they continue to pay their rent, and although their ultimate fate still hangs in the balance, the August 2013 judgment has set a precedent that forced evictions without a court order are illegal.

Conclusion

The costs of displacement and forced eviction and the losses they cause, both material and otherwise, can never be fully quantified or described. That said, however, eviction impact assessments use a quantitative methodology to strengthen the bargaining position of displaced communities to prevent eviction and procure a more equitable compensation package that includes better relocation terms.

Urban land such as Nairobi’s central business district is valued for its location and development potential, but those who have an economic interest in exploiting it, whether public or private sector, must also understand the direct and dire economic consequences for communities they displace in the process.

The Muthurwa estate case shows how the invocation of both international human rights law and the Kenyan constitution can ensure more positive outcomes for displaced communities with the support of empowered courts and a strong civil society. Doing so requires a broad strategy involving neighbourhood organisations, grassroots groups, international activists and human rights groups, of which an EnA can play an integral part.
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3. Legal aid

Description

Urban IDPs’ tenure is often precarious or unclear. They may not have formally owned their land or homes in their places of origin or they may have lost their personal documents, title deeds or tenancy papers during their flight. They rarely own their homes in their places of refuge and often rent informally or occupy private or public property without authorisation, exposing themselves to the risk of forced eviction.

Without their personal documents, they often struggle to access social services and benefits they would otherwise qualify for, and to exercise their rights in terms of inheritance, restitution, compensation and assistance, resulting in dispossession and long-term impoverishment. Lack of documentation also makes it difficult to enter into legal agreements and constitutes a significant obstacle to the achievement of durable solutions. The fact that IDPs tend to have little access to legal information perpetuates asymmetries between them and their landlords and state agencies, and leads to disenfranchisement and disempowerment.

As such, IDPs need legal support and counselling in a number of areas:

a. General legal information: awareness of local laws, eligibility requirements for benefits, housing, land and property issues, urban government institutions, domestic and international human rights standards

b. Awareness of the right to adequate housing and tenure security

c. Help in obtaining personal documents

d. Assistance in drafting and entering into written lease agreements

e. Help with property and inheritance claims in their places of origin

f. Help with claims for ethnic, racial or religious discrimination

h. Counselling and arbitration for property and land disputes

i. Counselling and arbitration when dealing with parallel legal systems, such formal, informal, religious and customary systems, urban government institutions, and urban government institutions, domestic and international human rights standards

International organisations such as IOM and NRC often provide legal aid on housing, land and property issues to refugees displaced by conflict and disasters. Most countries also have local legal aid organisations and lawyer’s associations that provide similar services. Urban IDPs tend to need help with written lease and tenancy agreements, which are key to improving their tenure security.

Humanitarian and development organisations that assist IDPs should also be aware of the complex legal environment in which they operate. This means translating local laws into their operational language and disseminating information to the communities they are working with. They should also be aware of a country’s international human rights commitments and how they align or conflict with local and national laws and policies.

Case study: Information, counselling and legal assistance (ICLA) programme (NRC)

The general objective of NRC’s ICLA programme is to contribute to IDPs’ durable solutions by providing them with information, counselling, legal assistance and advocacy, particularly on housing, land and property issues. It includes help with the procurement of personal documentation, clarifying legal status and increasing access to justice through both formal and informal institutions.

The programme - which NRC has implemented in a number of countries to assist both IDPs and refugees, including Afghanistan, Georgia, Jordan, Lebanon and Pakistan - aims to help beneficiaries access mechanisms to claim and exercise their rights as necessary to prevent primary and secondary displacement, notably in the case of forced evictions or displacement caused by development projects when this process is fuelled by conflict; claim and exercise the rights to which they are entitled during displacement; and achieve durable solutions.

In recent years, the organisation has reinforced linkages between its ICLA programme and its shelter activities. In doing so, it seeks to establish a better understanding of national legal frameworks, clarify the tenure status of potential shelter beneficiaries, facilitate their inclusion, and address the fact that shelter and housing assistance tends to favour owners over tenants.

In Jordan, the legal aid has formed part of a package of services and assistance NRC provides to Syrian refugees, including its integrated urban housing programme. Around 620,000 Syrian refugees have taken refuge in Jordan since 2011, and many have sought rented accommodation in urban areas. The increase in demand for rental housing often means that landlords have disproportionate leverage in setting the terms of leases, determining the
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